




Pieter Brueghel, the elder -1525-1569 - Bruxelles Royal museum of arts, Belgium 





Copernicus              1473 -1543     Heliocentrism  1513

Pieter Brueghel        1525 -1569     Fall of Icarus 1558

Pilâtre de Rozier       1754 -1785    First balloon flight 1783

: Fall of Occidental Roman Empire: end Antiquity : Fall of Occidental Roman Empire: end Antiquity 

1492 : Colombus discover America : end Middle age 1492 : Colombus discover America : end Middle age 

: French revolution : end of Modern time: French revolution : end of Modern time

Contemporary periodContemporary period

Michelangelo            1475 -1564     Last judgment 1541

Isaac Newton            1642-1727    Gravitation, universal attraction

Leonardo de Vinci    1452 -1519     Master of lightness

Galileo                      1564 -1642  «And yet she is turning»



How can we escape without burning our wings? 

Today, like Daedalus and Icarus, 
we are trapped on a labyrinth 

of society and planet problems.



Flying…  
was the dream of humanity 
to escape human being condition 
and become the equal of gods



Ezechiel
char de Yahvé

Ramayana
aerial warGilgamesh

Elohims

Viracochas
god od incas

Titan 



Eilmer  (+- 985) 
Benedictine monk 
of Malmesbury abbey

“[Eilmer] was a man learned 
for those times, of ripe old 
age, and in his early youth 
had hazarded a deed of 
remarkable boldness. 

He had by some means, I 
scarcely know what, fastened 
wings to his hands and feet so 
that, mistaking fable for truth, 
he might fly like Daedalus, 
and, collecting the breeze 
upon the summit of a tower, 
flew for more than a furlong 
(200m). 

But agitated by the violence of 
the wind and the swirling of 
air, as well as by the 
awareness of his rash 
attempt, he fell, broke both his 
legs and was lame ever after. 

Emperor Gao Yang 526
imprisoned 

Yuan Huangtou
free forced



Leonardo de Vinci 1452-1519  -
the master thinker flying and lightness

1500







September 19, 1783, 
on Versailles castle,  

in presence of  king Louis XVI,
experimental flight

with a sheep, a rooster and a duck 
on a basket 



Pilâtre de Rozier, 
1754-1785

first man to fly, 
november 21, 1783 



Pilâtre de Rozier, 
first man to die flying

june 15, 1785  

Son aéro-montgolfière (combinaison d’une 
montgolfière et d’un ballon à gaz)`

like   
Bertrand Piccard and Brian Jones 
balloon  around the world in 1999 

A quoi peut bien servir un tel engin ?” 





Robert brothers  1758 -1820               First hydrogen balloon flight 1784

: French revolution : French revolution 

1918 :  World War One1918 :  World War One

Pilâtre de Rozier 1754 -1785                   First hot air balloon flight 1783

Tissandier 1839-1906,1843 -1899            First electric airship flight 1883

Henri Giffard        1825 -1882                   First  steam airship flight 1852

Clément Ader 1841-1925                        flight Eole, engine, (50 m) 1890
Gustave Whitehead 1874-1927                                                        1901

A Santos Dumont 1873-1932                                                           1906

:  Commune de Paris :  Commune de Paris 

Krebs and Renard               First  airship flight back and for (8 km ) 1884

123 

Wright brothers                                                                                 1903







'Governable Parachute', 1852, 
Replica in flight

Sir George Cayley



1835



«My goodness, poor human dreamer… 



England-USA 



Henri Giffard 1825-1882  First  steam airship flight (28km -1800 m ) Sept 8,







Engraving depicting Tissandier’s brothers 
1883





Krebs and Renard and the airship La France 1884



1884



















Stanley Spencer’s airship
with bamboo structure
flying over Crystal Palace 
London 1902





Percy Sinclair Pilcher (1866-1899)











Bamboo simple structure of “Santos-Dumont n

Alberto Santos Dumont 1873-1932, 











Making flights over water was a safety precaution used by the aviation pioneers, Kress 

Lucien Chauvière 
1876-1966 (France)
colle hélice bois

Georges Caley 
1799-1811 (England)

Samuel Pierpont Langley
1906 (USA)

Octave Chanute 
1832-1910 (France-USA)

Otto Lilienthal
1848-1896 (Germany)

Clement Ader 
1841-1925 (France)

Glenn Curtiss 
1878-1930 (USA)

Wilbur Wright 
1867-1912 (USA)

Orville Wright
1871-1948 (USA)

Alphonse Pénaud
1850-1820 (France)

William Samuel Henson
1812-1888 (England -USA)

John Stringfellow
1799-1883 (England)

Karl Jatho 
1873-1933 (Germany)

Shivkar Bapuji Talpade
1916 (India)

Alberto Santos Dumont
1873-1932 (Brasil)

Henri Giffard 
1825-1882 (France)

Jean François Pilâtre de Rozier
1754-1785 (France)

Joseph Michel Montgolfier
1740-1810 (France)

Henri Farman
1874-1958 (France)

Elisa Deroche
1882-1919 (France)
First pilot license

Harriet Quimby
1875-1912 (USA)

Bessie Coleman
1892-1926 (USA)

Gustave Whitehead
1874-1927 (Germany-USA)

Richard Pearse
1877-1953 (NewZealand)

Jacob Degen
1760-1848 (Swiss)

Augustus Moore Herring 
1867-1926 (USA)

Ferdinand Ferber 
1862-1909 (France)

Kress, Wilhelm (
1836-1913) Austria





had the job of securing first-flight honors 
for their native sons.  In fact the first is…

Mozhaysky (Russia)

Ader (France)

Vuia (Romania)

Jatho (Germany)

Pearse (New Zealand)

Hargrave (Australia)

Kress (Austria)

Watson (Scotland)

Maxim/Pilcher (England)

Santos-Dumont (Brazil)



1903    december 17

21 Condor, without catapult, with bamboo - Gustave Whitehead, Fairfield, Connecticut - USA



with his «light, 
yet powerfull
and reliable
engine»

Gustave Whitehead
1874 -1927





Universal Exposition in Saint Louis, 1903

The first official entry for the Aeronautical 
Contest of the Universal Exposition in Saint 
Louis, 1903, has just been registered. 

The entry has been submitted by Mr. Gustave 
Witehead [sic] from Bridgeport, Connecticut, 
who, at the moment, is perfecting his machine 
with which he has already performed many 
flights.

[p.63]

The aeroplane is made of bamboo and silk. The 
fuselage measures 3 feet by 3 feet (915 mm 
by 915 mm) with a length of 16 feet (4 meters 
90) with big wings set into motion by a double 
compound engine with a power of 20 horse 
power.

The weight of the aeroplane is 280 pounds 
[126 kilograms and 840 grams].

This flying machine made a successful flight 
last year [1901] in the month of June with one 
person aboard, where it covered a distance of 
one and a half mile [about two and a half 



Bridgeport Sunday 
Herald, August 18, 
1901, p.5

«It was about 2 o’clock 
Wednesday morning when 
the great white wings
of the air ship 
were spread out ready to 
leap through the air. 
Mr. Whitehead was
excited and enthusiastic»



Replica of Gustave Whitehead's 1901 aircraft. 
Test flight performed at Manching airport (Bavaria, Germany) on Oct. 4, 1997 
by Horst Philipp. Construction was based on plans drawn by Anton Pruckner, 
Whitehead's assistant, and confirmed by photometric transposition of perspectives 
shown in surviving photographs of the original aircraft.



history is capricious in its decision to record. It is often the case that 
‘the second mouse gets the cheese’.

The Wrights were right, 
but Whitehead was ahead.

history is capricious in its decision to record. It is often the case that 
‘the second mouse gets the cheese’.

The Wrights were right, 
but Whitehead was ahead.



starting for…











Ferdinand Ferber testing bamboo airplane on a tower in Nice - France





On september 22, 1909 Ferdinand Ferber was killed on the crash of Antoinette plane 



DRAPER Herbert-James 
(1838-1922)



Georges 
Legagneux 
(1882-1914)

with the 
model
Ferber IX 
plane 



Santos Dumont flying La Demoiselle - Paris1907



La Demoiselle, one or three bamboo for the body structure



mobility first





BYE, BYE Santos Dumont !
thank you for your tenacity to fulfill your and our dream…with bamboo













1998 Flyboo 1 
wingspan    7,70 m
length         5,50 m
weight         260 kg

september 10-27, about 4 millions visitors



Flyboo n°1 
an ambassador 
to launch a campaign: 
«Let the forest breathe,



Flyboo 1, with innovative four joints wings, 
received Henry Ford European award 
for nature protection

Julian Wolkovitch  (1932-1991) 
engineer pioneer of modern 
joined-wing aircraft concept.



lightness, stiffness, stability

easy to find, to work, to replace

environmental resource

Ed Van Hinte 

«Lightness, minimal weight, is 
achieved when building with an 

intelligent combination of the 
least amount of materials»



Flyboo 1 
wingspan    7,70 m
length         5,50 m

Flyboo 1, an innovative  3D body structure for lightness 

Ring 26 kg

Pole 15 kg Flyboo 1 weight 
ring       26 kg x 2 = 52
pole      15 kg x 2 = 30
wings    23 kg x 4 = 92
Rotax 582 dry      = 50
(diverses)             = 40





Future joined wings 
airplane



Ligeti Stratos aircraft



Flyboo 2 exposed in WBC VI Costa Rica 

1998 november 

wingspan    6,20 m

Flyboo 2



Flyboo 2
built in two weeks, 
working night and day



Flyboo 3, lighter was built to be more easily transportable

1999 spring
wingspan    5,80 m
length          5,50 m
weight             30 kg

Flyboo 3





Flyboo 3 over the audience of 9th WBC in Antwerp (Belgium) - May 2012 



Flying or not flying…
is it the question ?









Human can do!  
Flyboard Air 

Franky Zapata
2017 



How can we escape without burning our wings? 

With the lesson of «bamboo lightness» 
given by aviation pioneers 



Willing, Intelligence, Determination, Esprit de corps
are the key words

With the willing of dreamers, intelligence of builders,
determination of pioneers, Esprit de corps of innovative,
and, for sure, the help of bamboo lightness, 
the challenge of human desire for flying was fulfilled. 

Aviation transport revolution started a new era for humanity.

Today, the climate change effect are more and more present. 
Our big challenge is to maintain the equilibrium of our planet.

Bamboo, as fast renewable plant, could be a lesson of 
sustainability with lightness pressure on our mother land.

We have to speak louder to promote the use of bamboo, 







Jane Goodall
Climat 2019

«Our individuals acts
can help 

to change the world»

With bamboo




